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1 Introduction

Since OpenAI’s ChatGPT launch in November 2022, interactions with generative AI

systems, including chatbots and automated customer services, have skyrocketed. The

rise of “Large Language Models” (LLM) like ChatGPT has amplified productivity in

many domains, including research (Charness et al., 2023). Yet, there’s growing con-

cern about over-reliance on such technologies (Ahmad et al., 2023), as the LLMs’

potential to replace human tasks raises questions about personal engagement (see

Gilardi et al., 2023; Charness and Grieco, 2023) and the broader job market’s fu-

ture (Acemoglu et al., 2022; Acemoglu and Lensman, 2023). Compounding these

issues is the ambiguity individuals face in distinguishing AI-generated content from

human-created content (Menczer et al., 2023; Sadasivan et al., 2023), challenging the

foundation of contracts and trust (Gillespie et al., 2023).

In this paper, we delve into this emerging challenge by examining the effects of AI-

mediated communication within the context of the Trust Game (Berg et al., 1995), as

adapted by Charness and Dufwenberg (2006). The interaction involves an individual,

A, who can engage with B for potential mutual benefits. However, A may end up

harmed if B, whose actions are hidden, chooses to respond in a purely self-interested

manner. Before making a decision, B has the opportunity to communicate with A.

At the core of our exploration is the hypothesis that while a communicated promise

typically fosters trust, outsourcing such a commitment to AI—a medium physically

and emotionally disconnected from the sender—might undermine its perceived sin-

cerity, thereby reducing its trust-enhancing potential. In this study, we explore the

efficacy and effects of the widely-used AI tool, ChatGPT, in a strategic communica-

tion setting. We initiate our investigation by prompting ChatGPT (in its 4.0 version)
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with the instructions of the trust game employed in Charness and Dufwenberg (2006).

After detailing the game’s payoffs, we tasked ChatGPT with generating a series of

trustee messages, mirroring the promises typically made by trustworthy humans. Our

findings align with other research, suggesting that ChatGPT effectively applies back-

ward induction to solve the trust game and crafts persuasive messages (e.g., Shen et

al., 2023).1

Our first contribution is to document that, in a static Turing test (Turing, 1950),

participants struggle to accurately identify AI-generated from human-written mes-

sages, often misattributing human-like characteristics to AI outputs (e.g., smileys).

Based on these results, we retain AI-generated messages most frequently mistaken

for human-written content. Subsequently, we conduct an online adaptation of the

modified trust game by Charness and Dufwenberg (2006), introducing a treatment

where trustees can choose to use these pre-identified, AI-generated promises.

Our second contribution is to confirm the pivotal role of pre-play communica-

tion in fostering trust and trustworthiness, as originally observed by Charness and

Dufwenberg (2006), within an online setting and with a sufficiently powered test

(1,082 participants). The dynamics in the AI-mediated communication treatment

are nuanced. While trust levels decline for those not composing a message compared

to the control, a significantly larger proportion of trustees delegate the task of com-

municating promises to AI. This delegation to AI results in a surge in the rate of

promises. AI-induced promises are more frequent, yet less believed, leading to an

overall trust level that is statistically indistinguishable between Communication and

1While we recognize that a LLM cannot engage in actual strategic reasoning, we found that
ChatGPT was still able to generate messages consistent with the subgame perfect equilibrium of the
game.
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AI treatments. Furthermore, our data suggests that promises, whether human-crafted

or AI-generated, significantly enhance trustworthiness. Interestingly, the access to AI

almost eliminates messages suggesting to play OUT, which we document (to the best

of our knowledge, for the first time) in Communication.

Our third contribution is to provide evidence supporting guilt aversion (Charness

and Dufwenberg, 2006) and commitment (Ellingsen and Johannesson, 2004) as the

primary mechanisms behind our experimental results. Both are present in our sam-

ple. Traditional promises bolster trustworthiness, but when these commitments are

delegated to AI, a unique dynamic emerges, as a result of two forces. First, the per-

ceived detachment of an AI-generated promise does not evoke the same depth of trust

as human communication. Second, the ease of using AI options leads to a notably

higher propensity to make promises. In the end, the trust in promises remains the

same across both human and AI-mediated communication.

We also contribute to the literature on the role of communication in strategic

interactions. Numerous studies observed a remarkable impact of communication in

resolving social dilemmas (Sally, 1995; Goeree and Yariv, 2011; Puca et al., 2023) or

enhancing efficiency in bilateral negotiations (Brandts et al., 2019). However, com-

munication introduces multiple causal mechanisms, such as clarifying contract terms,

delivering promises, or conveying emotions to reduce social distance Brandts et al.

(2016). Experimentally manipulating communication’s structure and content helps

isolate these mechanisms. In principal-agent interactions like ours, several studies

have contrasted basic promises with more comprehensive communication methods,

finding that detailed messages often outperform limited ones (Ben-Ner and Putter-
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man, 2009; Charness and Dufwenberg, 2010; Lundquist et al., 2009).2 Theoretical

literature, however, suggests that costless and unverifiable messages (Crawford and

Sobel, 1982) should be unreliable (Farrell and Rabin, 1996), unless driven by psycho-

logical motivations, such as aversion to lying (Gneezy, 2005).

Our setting introduces a novel twist. LLMs can craft human-like messages, po-

tentially delegating commitment and offering justifications for selfish actions. Conse-

quently, we anticipated that when given a choice, individuals would delegate deceitful

messages and assume responsibility for genuine ones. Contrary to our expectations,

our data revealed that trustees do not differentiate based on message type: we had

predicted that less trustworthy subjects would delegate promises (to avoid guilt), but

the data contradicted this. The only noticeable negative effect is skepticism towards

those who abstain from communication, especially since AI diminishes the cost of

messaging.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the ex-

perimental design and the ensuing research hypotheses. Section 3 presents our ex-

perimental findings. Section 4 discusses the potential mechanisms underpinning our

results, and Section 5 concludes.

2 Experimental Design and Hypotheses

Our study consists of two experiments. The main experiment is based on a trust

game, as introduced by Berg et al. (1995) and modified by Charness and Dufwenberg

2A variation on the standard coding protocol is provided by Turmunkh et al. (2019), who cate-
gorize messages in terms of malleability, distinguishing between implicit v. explicit and conditional
v. unconditional. They found that cooperation is highest (67%) when the pre-play communication
is explicit and unconditional.
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(2006). This game involves a sequential interaction between a trustor and a trustee.

More specifically, the trustor (A) has two action choices: IN or OUT. If A chooses

OUT, both participants receive the outside option of 1.25 GBP.3 If A chooses IN, the

trustee (B) must decide on rolling a dice. Without rolling, A and B receive 0 and 3.5

GBP, respectively. If B decides to roll, there’s a 5/6 chance that A receives 3 and B

gets 2.5 GBP, and a 1/6 chance that A receives 0 and B gets 2.5 GBP.4 The trustor’s

initial decision to transfer is termed “trust”, as it can potentially benefit both but also

grants the trustee control over the resources (Fehr, 2009). The trustee’s subsequent

decision reflects her “trustworthiness”.

Subjects are randomly assigned to three treatments: in Communication, player B

can communicate with A, sending a free-form message (as in Charness and Dufwen-

berg, 2006); in AI, the messages can be written or selected among those pre-written; in

control, participants only play the stage game. To generate AI pre-written messages,

we conducted a parallel experiment, detailed below.

2.1 Turing test experiment

To design credible AI-generated messages for the main study, we conducted a prelim-

inary online experiment, randomly sampling participants from the UK population on

Prolific. A total of 99 participants engaged in a message recognition task, inspired by

Turing (1950). Participants received a show-up fee of 0.5 GBP, along with an addi-

tional 0.15 GBP for each correct response. All data were collected on May 23, 2023.

To provide the necessary context, participants were initially briefed on the version of

3As the experiments’ participants were sampled from a British pool of volunteers, payoffs are
denominated in pounds.

4The dice roll introduces a hidden action as the trustor observes the outcome but remains un-
certain about the trustee’s choice.
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the trust game used in the main experiment. Subsequently, they were presented with

a randomized sequence of three human-written and three AI-generated messages and

tasked with identifying the origin of each message.

The messages for this experiment were drawn from a pool of ten messages written

by humans and ten generated by AI. The human messages were sourced from the

data in Charness and Dufwenberg (2006).5 The AI messages were selected among

those generated using the following prompt, where “[...]” indicates that we expect a

reply from ChatGPT:6

[after explaining the game] Write 5 messages from B to convince A to play

IN. Use different lengths and level of promises. [...] Write other 5 messages

with different language tones [...] Imagine that A replies with “I still don’t

trust you” can you write 5 messages that would surely convince A? [...]

Rewrite these latter messages assuming that A and B never met and will

never meet again after playing the game [...] Based on the following 10

messages, produce 10 more messages.

Results of the Turing test Table 1 displays the ten promises generated by Chat-

GPT, along with the percentage of participants who incorrectly believed each message

was human-written. Messages highlighted in bold were chosen for the main experi-

ment. Human-written messages were correctly identified 58% of the time, with recog-

nition rates varying from a low of 18% to a high of 83%. For AI-generated messages,

5We selected messages S1-ID2, S1-ID5. S1-ID8, S1-ID9, S1-I12, S1-ID18, S2-ID12, S3-ID4, S3-
ID10, S3-ID19 from Table S.I in the Appendix of Charness and Dufwenberg (2006). All messages
were associated with a trusting decision in the original paper and were classified as promises by
independent coders.

6We report in Appendix 6.1 all the queries and answers by ChatGPT 4.0.
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instead, the recognition rates ranged between 23% and 85%. The corresponding table

for human messages can be found in Appendix 6.2.1. A Mann-Whitney U-test did

not find a statistically significant difference in the median correct scores assigned to

the two sets of messages (z = 0.832, p = 0.43).

Result 1 (Turing test). People fail to distinguish between AI-generated and human-

written messages.

Before delving into the main experiment’s discussion, we conclude this subsection

with two observations. First, the messages in the table reference the original paper,

and the payoffs are denominated in USD. These were recalibrated to the new payoffs

for inclusion in the main experiment. Second, although message (3) had a recognition

rate of less than 50%, it alluded to some risk on the side of B, who in reality bears

no risk. We thus decided to exclude this message to avoid potential confusion among

the participants.

We compute the individual scores of participants by assigning one point to each

correctly classified message. The observed mean score is 3.23 (the support is [0, 6]) and

the expected value in case of random response is three. We test the null hypothesis

that participants’ median score is not different from random guessing through a sign-

rank test. We fail to reject the null hypothesis (z = 1.668, p = 0.10).
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Table 1: List of messages generated by ChatGPT used for the Turing test

Message Written by human (%)
(1) Trust me, if you choose IN, we both can win big! ;) 62%
(2) I promise I’ll choose ROLL if you go for IN. We’ll
both have a higher chance of getting more money. Let’s
make it happen! U

75%

(3) I’ve been thinking a lot about our game, and I be-
lieve that if you choose IN and I choose ROLL, we could
increase our combined earnings significantly. I know
there’s a bit of risk involved, but the potential reward
for both of us is worth it. I assure you that I’ll choose
ROLL and stick to my word. Let’s take this opportunity
to maximize our profits together!

50%

(4) Trust me when I say I’ll ROLL if you choose IN. This
gives you a 5/6 chance of earning $12, which is $7 more
than the alternative. There’s no reason for me to lie – I
assure you, I’ll choose ROLL.

50%

(5) Even though we’ve never met and won’t meet again, I promise
you that I will choose ROLL if you pick IN. I have no reason to
deceive you, as we’ll never cross paths again. It’s more beneficial
for me to be honest in this one-time interaction. Let’s make the
most of it together.

35%

(6) Given that we don’t know each other and have no past his-
tory, I can see why it’s difficult for you to trust me. However, I
genuinely want us both to succeed, and I’ll choose ROLL if you
go with IN. Let’s take this opportunity to cooperate and maxi-
mize our potential gains.

46%

(7) I understand that it’s difficult to trust someone you’ve never
met, especially in a one-time game like this. But I want you to
know that I’m putting myself out there and trusting you as well.
By choosing ROLL, I’m taking a risk, too. I believe we can both
benefit if we work together, even though we’ll never meet again.
Let’s take a chance on each other.

54%

(8) By picking IN, you open up the possibility of earning more.
I’ll choose ROLL, and with a 5/6 chance, you could earn $12. It’s
a great opportunity for both of us to benefit.

41%

(9) Greetings, fellow player! Feel free to make your own decision,
but I believe that if you choose IN and I select ROLL, we can
maximize our earnings together. With a 5/6 chance of success,
it’s worth a shot. Hoping you’re doing well in this game of chance.
Best wishes from a fellow player.

15%

(10) Trust me, choose IN and I’ll ROLL. You have my
word on this.

77%
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2.2 Main experiment

The main experiment consists of three treatments. In the Control condition, partic-

ipants simply play the modified trust game as outlined at the beginning of Section

2. In the Communication condition, B players can send a free-form written message

to A players. A can read this message before deciding to play IN or OUT. In the

AI condition, B players can opt to either write a message or select one of the five

promises to ROLL, which were generated by ChatGPT. Both parties were informed

about the availability of AI-generated messages. The instructions also mentioned that

“in a previous study on Prolific, a representative sample of UK participants viewed

these messages, and no more than 50% accurately identified them as AI-generated.”

In both Communication and AI, B participants had the option to refrain from writ-

ing a message. In this case, A participants would simply see “No Message” on their

screens.

We collected the trustors’ first-order beliefs about their own decision to choose

IN and the trustees’ decision to roll the dice. Additionally, we gathered the trustees’

first-order beliefs about the trustors’ decision to choose IN and their second-order

beliefs about the trustees’ decision to roll the dice (i.e., the trustees’ beliefs about the

trustors’ beliefs about the trustees’ choice). All beliefs were obtained as estimates

of the share of total subjects in each role, without incentives. In the AI treatment,

Bs were also prompted to rate the likelihood that the received message was written

by AI, using a four-item Likert scale. A post-experimental questionnaire collected

self-reported socio-demographics and participants’ familiarity with ChatGPT.

To ensure attentiveness and deter bots, participants who failed a comprehension

question on their first attempt after reading the instructions were excluded from
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continuing. The instructions were modeled after the original study by Charness and

Dufwenberg (2006), with minor modifications. Since the original experiment only had

Communication and Control treatments, for the AI treatment, we closely mirrored the

Communication treatment, adding the necessary sentences to explain the ChatGPT

messages.7

Following the original protocol, we first collected all B decisions—asking them

to assume that As chose IN—then gathered data from As in separate studies. Pay-

ment for As was processed immediately after the study’s completion (0.5 GBP base

payment plus a bonus based on decisions made), while Bs received their base pay-

ment post-study, with bonuses disbursed within a week. On average, the experiment

lasted almost 5 minutes, with an average payment of approximately 2.25 GBP. Data

collection for the main experiment occurred between the 11th and 30th of July 2023.8

The experiment was programmed using Lioness (Giamattei et al., 2020). We

conducted a power analysis with Gpower (Faul et al., 2007). The sample size was

predetermined before the experiment, based on a power analysis. This ensured we

could detect effects of the size taken from Charness and Dufwenberg (2006), with 90%

power and an α of 0.05 for a test of proportions. Assuming the estimated treatment

impact from the original study as the minimum detectable effect, we collected between

179 and 182 independent pairs per treatment.

2.3 Behavioral Hypotheses

Following our design, we formulate the following hypotheses for testing:

7The protocols can be found in Appendix 6.2.2.
8The University of Bergamo granted Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for both the

pilot and main experiments on the 19th of April 2023 (N4-2023). All participants provided informed
consent.
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H0: Participants unable to communicate with their partners will exhibit significantly

lower levels of trust than those who can communicate.

H1: Participants aware they might receive pre-written messages from an AI will

exhibit significantly lower levels of trust than those engaging in free-form com-

munication.

H2: Access to pre-written messages by the trustee will not affect the level of trust-

worthiness in the game compared to the baseline.

H3: Trustworthy participants will be more inclined to write their own messages

rather than use pre-written ones.

Aiming to replicate the main finding of Charness and Dufwenberg (2006), H0 sug-

gests that when participants can communicate, they will trust more than when they

cannot, even in an online setting. Following the original article, we assume this to be

the case because messages may contain promises. H1 and H2 are the main hypotheses

of our study. H1 is based on the idea that a promise, being a form of commitment,

increases the trust of the recipient. This increase might be because the person making

the promise does not want to feel guilty later (as in Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006)

or because they genuinely want to keep their word (like in Vanberg, 2008; Ederer

and Stremitzer, 2017).9 However, we hypothesize that if an AI makes the promise,

it will not have the same effect on trust. This is not just because the promise is

outsourced, but because it is given to a machine, which might make it seem less

sincere. H2 hypothesizes that trustees, aware of the indistinguishability between AI

9Note that our study was not designed to separate these two mechanisms, as both lead to the
same outcome.
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and human messages, will anticipate the same trust levels as in the condition with-

out communication. Lastly, H3 infers that intrinsically trustworthy individuals will

favor personal messages, speculating that AI-generated messages might signal lower

trustworthiness. Therefore, they might signal their trustworthiness more effectively

with a personalized message than with a standardized one.

We preregistered these hypotheses on May 5, 2023.10 We will now present the

results of our empirical analysis.

3 Results

In Section 3.1 we analyze the main experimental results and the overall differences

across treatments. In Section 3.2 we focus on how the composition of messages

changed across the two treatments with communication, and in Section 3.3, we ana-

lyze efficiency.

3.1 Trust and Trustworthiness

Result 2. Free-form communication significantly increases trust and trustworthiness

compared to the control.

Result 3. Access to AI messages increases trustworthiness above control and com-

munication, but does not significantly increase trust compared to the control.

Table 2 reports the levels of trust and trustworthiness by treatment. In the control

treatment, 83 out of 182 B players chose to roll the dice (46%). When allowed to write

a message, 118 out of 178 decided to roll (66%). The increase is even more pronounced

10Pre-registration is available at https://aspredicted.org/DH7_RJ4, ID:131199.
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in the AI condition, where 137 out of 181 chose to roll (76%). A non-parametric test

of equality of distribution rejects the null hypothesis for Communication and Control

(χ2(1) = 15.62, p < 0.001), for AI and Control (χ2(1) = 34.41, p < 0.001), and for

AI and Communication (χ2(1) = 3.85, p = 0.050).

Table 2: Rate of Trust and Trustworthiness across treatments.

Treatment A’s IN Rate B’s ROLL Rate (IN, ROLL)
Control 42% 46% 19%
Comm 56% 66% 39%
AI 51% 76% 42%

In the Control, 77 out of 182 (42%) chose IN. When Bs are allowed to send

messages, we observe an increase in trust to 56% (100 out of 178). In the AI condition,

93 out of 181 (51%) select IN. We formally test the null hypothesis that messages

will not affect trust and reject the null for the communication treatment (χ2(1) =

6.93, p = 0.008), but not for the AI treatment (χ2(1) = 3.00, p = 0.083). Even

though Communication exhibits a higher level of trust than AI, we cannot statistically

distinguish between the two treatments (χ2(1) = 0.83, p = 0.362).

Comparing the results with our pre-registered hypotheses, the data support our

claim that communication increases trust (i.e., we verify H0). Additionally, we find

that AI does not change the level of trust compared to the baseline, although barely

above the threshold of statistical significance (i.e., we partially verify H1). Further-

more, the data indicate that under AI, the trustworthiness of a trustee is not dimin-

ished; in fact, it exceeds the control condition (i.e., we partially verify H2). However,

our expectations differed regarding the use of messages by trustworthy participants.
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We did not find consistent evidence that they utilize personalized messages (i.e., we

do not verify H3), as detailed in the next subsection.

3.2 Classification of the messages

Result 4. In Communication, more than 50% of trustees write promises. AI signif-

icantly increases the rate of promises among messages.

Result 5. A non-negligible share (15%) of trustees in Communication recommends

OUT.

In Table 3, we classify messages and the corresponding behavior based on sending

or receiving a message. A limited number of participants refrained from sending a

message to As: eight in the Communication and 32 in the AI condition.

Table 3: Rate of trust and trustworthiness, by alternative message classifications

Communication AI
Classification IN (%) ROLL (%) IN (%) ROLL (%)
No Message 57% 57% 28% 66%
Any Message 56% 67% 56% 78%

Promise 62% 79% 57% 78%
Non promise 49% 49% 27% 64%

Recommend “out” 37% 37% N = 1 N = 1
Non recommend “out” 60% 72% 52% 76%

Use of AI message NA NA 57% 78%
Non AI (Written or No message) 56% 66% 38% 69%

We categorized the messages to identify those containing promises. By design, the

messages prepared by ChatGPT (detailed in Section 2.1) are included in this category.

Previous studies show that promises enhance trust (Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006;
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Vanberg, 2008). Our data align with this hypothesis. While trust in the control

stands at 42%, it rises to 62% when human-written communication includes a promise

(χ2(1) = 10.01, p = 0.002). This rate is also (marginally) significantly higher than

the trust level associated with non-promise messages (49%, χ2(1) = 3.14, p = 0.076).

Trustworthiness also increases, reaching 79%, compared to the control’s 46% (χ2(1) =

29.44, p < 0.001) and the 49% for non-promises (χ2(1) = 16.49, p < 0.001).

In the AI treatment, the trust level for promises is 57%, exceeding the control’s

level (χ2(1) = 6.82, p = 0.009) and the 27% for non-promises (χ2(1) = 9.39, p =

0.002). Trustworthiness reaches 78%, compared to the control’s 46% (χ2(1) = 36.62,

p < 0.001) and 64% for non-promises (χ2(1) = 3.19, p = 0.074).

Notably, we find messages suggesting to play OUT. They account for 15% of all

messages in the communication treatment and have not been documented in similar

experimental contexts. Unsurprisingly, they lead to significantly lower rates of trust

and trustworthiness, both at 37%. These messages may be compatible with the

theory of aversion to inequality (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999), or agents bearing the

cost of overcoming temptations, as in the “deal me out” concept Dufwenberg et al.,

2017. However, the introduction of AI eliminates these messages, suggesting that the

presence of AI-generated promises may introduce additional framing effects.

Result 6. AI-generated promises are less believed even though they are trustworthy,

but they are also more frequent. Hence, the overall level of trust is the same between

Communication and AI.

As we stated in our pre-registration, we expected AI generated promises to wipe

out the effect of messages, leading to levels of trust that cannot be distinguished from

the baseline but systematically lower than in the free-form communication treatment.
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Figure 1: Share of Trust and Trustworthiness across treatments.
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Evidence for this hypothesis is mixed: the level of trust in the AI treatment is inter-

mediate between and not statistically different from the other two treatments.

The effect of access to Chat GPT generates complex effects on trust. This is

a description of the effects in our sample, as summarized in Figure 1, where we

distinguish messages in promises and other messages, and we report their frequency

and the associated level of trust and trustworthiness.

AI induced a more prominent use of promises (82%), possibly because of a lower

writing cost. Among those who promised, only one of ten chose to write their own

message, as explained in the previous subsection. The level of trust associated with

those promises tends to be higher than in the control, but lower than promises within

the communication treatment. Only one Chat GPT message produced a rate of IN

higher than promises in communication (by 2 percentage points, pp), while the other

ones have a deficit of trust that can be quantified from 5 to 15pp. Notably, the deficit

of trust in AI promises spills over to human-elaborated promises in the AI treatment

(58% against 62% of promises in Communication). In other words, promises generated

with AI have a lower return, but are also less expensive to adopt. Moreover, they

are not less worthy as the trustworthiness increases between Communication and AI.

More promises but less believed. The net effect is zero.

Three notable observations. First, in the AI treatment, we witness a decline in

trust among senders when recipients abstain from sending a message. Specifically,

only 9 out of 32 chose IN (28%). This highlights a key distinction between human-

written and AI-mediated communication: trustors appear more sensitive to the ab-

sence of messages in the AI context, possibly because the perceived cost of sending a

message is lower. However, it’s crucial to note that the limited number of observations
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might exaggerate these differences. Second, using one of the five promises generated

by ChatGPT is linked with higher trust and trustworthiness compared to the control

and other messages within the same treatment. Specifically, trustworthiness levels are

78%, 46% (χ2(1) = 33.39, p < 0.001), and 69% (χ2(1) = 1.65, p = 0.198), while trust

levels are 57%, 42% (χ2(1) = 6.16, p = 0.013), and 38% (χ2(1) = 4.87, p = 0.027).

This effect might be another manifestation of the promise effect or a reflection of

the perceived quality of the message. In fact, senders view the messages as more

trustworthy (χ2(2) = 17.85, p < 0.001). Third, one particular message (#2) garnered

less trust. This could be attributed to the message’s potential to mislead regarding

the game of chances. Intriguingly, in our pre-experiment, this message was perceived

as human-generated 75% of the time. We interpret this as participants attributing

potential interpretation errors more to humans than to artificial intelligence.

3.3 Efficiency

To gain a deeper understanding of the results, it’s instructive to examine the outcome

of the contract. The only Subgame Perfect Equilibrium of the Stage Game is (OUT,

Don’t Roll if IN). This equilibrium is observed 31% of the time in the Control, 16%

in Communication, and 15% in AI. The distribution across treatments is significantly

different, as confirmed by the chi-squared test (χ2(2) = 17.03, p < 0.001). When we

incorporate the psychological game with Guilt Aversion as described by (Charness

and Dufwenberg, 2006), another equilibrium emerges, which is the most efficient (In,

Roll if IN). This is observed 19% of the time in the Control, 39% in Communication,

and 42% in AI. Once again, the distribution is significantly different across treatments

(χ2(2) = 26.13, p < 0.001).
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4 Mechanisms

4.1 Commitment or guilt aversion?

Result 7. Promises increase trustworthiness through the guilt aversion and the com-

mitment effect. AI-generated promises induce a commitment effect comparable to

free-form communication. Less trustworthy participants do not preferentially opt for

pre-written messages.

The introduction of AI-mediated communication resulted in a 30pp increase in

trustworthiness compared to the control, an effect larger than standard communica-

tion by 10pp. Participants leverage the access to communication to deliver promises.

Promises increase trustworthiness, a phenomenon previously documented in the lit-

erature (Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006). Notably, promises are equally maintained

whether participants craft them independently in the communication treatment or

select them from AI-generated options.

Contrary to our expectations, put forth in our pre-registered hypotheses, partici-

pants’ use of pre-written messages was not based on their trustworthiness levels. Our

claim was grounded on the hypothesis that participants want to appear more genuine

when making a commitment. However, the data refute this: within the AI treatment,

promises generated by ChatGPT exhibit a trustworthiness level of 78.29%, equal to

the 78.95% of human written promises in the AI treatment (χ2(1) = 0.00, p = 0.949),

and nearly mirroring the 79.00% in the Communication treatment (χ2(1) = 0.02,

p = 0.897).

Two primary, non-competing explanations for participants honoring their word

are guilt aversion and commitment (Vanberg, 2008; Di Bartolomeo et al., 2019, 2023;
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Ellingsen and Johannesson, 2004). The commitment theory suggests an intrinsic

preference to uphold one’s word, while guilt aversion implies decisions are swayed

by potential guilt from betraying legitimate expectations. Table 4 consolidates evi-

dence supporting both guilt aversion and commitment. The data leans towards an

expectation-based rationale: in both communication and AI conditions, second-order

beliefs (B’s expectation of A’s expectation that B will roll) contingent on promises

stand at 60.59% and 62.59%, respectively. Second-order beliefs are significantly larger

than in the control (z = −2.33, p = 0.020 and z = −3.19, p = 0.001). Moreover,

second-order beliefs are considerably higher for promises than for other messages or

their absence in both communication (56.29%) and AI (54.21%) treatments. The

latter are not statistically different than the control’s (z = −0.69, p = 0.487 and

z = 0.03, p = 0.979).

However, distinguishing between commitment and guilt aversion remains challeng-

ing, and the former’s contribution to the results cannot be ruled out. Notably, second-

order beliefs for promises are statistically consistent across both message treatments

(z = −0.44, p = 0.660). Consequently, beliefs are unlikely the sole factor behind the

10pp rise in AI’s trustworthiness over communication. Part of this effect stems from

composition: while the behavior post-promise remains consistent across treatments,

the propensity to make a promise is roughly 26pp higher in AI. 11.

Among participants who refrained from sending a promise in the Communication

treatment, approximately half of Bs opted to ROLL, a trustworthiness level mirroring

the control’s (χ2(1) = 0.42, p = 0.515). In the AI treatment, 21 out of 33 chose to

11For promises, second-order beliefs align with first-order beliefs in communication (62.85% vs.
60.59%, z = .0.63, p = 0.525), but diverge significantly in AI (62.72% vs. 56.66%, z = 1.95,
p = 0.050)
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roll, a proportion (64%) that seems to exceed both the control’s and communication’s,

though not statistically distinct (χ2(1) = 3.64, p = 0.057 and χ2(1) = 1.74, p = 0.188

respectively).

Table 4: Promises and beliefs, by treatment

Comm AI Control Comm v. AI
Promise 56% 82% χ2 = 27.51, p < 0.001
ROLL|Promise 79% 78% χ2 = 0.01, p = 0.907
EB[EA[ROLL]] 63% 64% 49% z = 0.05, p = 0.954
EB[IN ] 55% 60% 55% z = 1.90, p = 0.056
EB[EA[ROLL] |Promise] 61% 63% z = −0.44, p = 0.660
EA[ROLL |Promise] 63% 57% z = 1.89, p = 0.058
EB[IN |Promise] 57% 63% z = 1.89, p = 0.058

4.2 Treatment effect decomposition

The main factor influencing the observed level of trustworthiness is the varying

propensity to make a promise between Communication and AI. The reduced cost

of promising in the AI treatment led to a surge in the rate of promises from 56% to

82%, statistically significant (χ2(1) = 27.51, p < 0.001).

To distinguish among the three components, we introduce the following decom-

position. Let E[ROLLAI − ROLLC ] represent the treatment effect of AI on trust-

worthiness compared to communication. Using the law of iterated expectations, we

can rewrite E[ROLL] as E[E[ROLL|message]] = p · E[ROLL|promise] + (1 − p) ·

E[ROLL|empty],12 with pj being the probability of making a promise in treatment j.

12We follow Charness and Dufwenberg (2006) and define “empty” the non promises.
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With some algebra, we get

E[ROLLAI −ROLLC ] =

E[ROLLAI −ROLLC |empty]+

pC(E[ROLLAI −ROLLC |promises]− E[ROLLAI −ROLLC |empty])+

(pAI − pC)(E[ROLLai|promises]− E[ROLLAI |empty])

(1)

The first term represents the baseline difference, which could be a spillover effect

(i.e., we frame participants on the promise even if they do not make one). This

term positively contributes to trustworthiness by 13.64pp. The second term is the

differential between promise and non-promise across treatments, indicating that the

contribution of promises to trustworthiness is more pronounced in communication

than in AI, with a difference of −8.01pp. The third term captures the composition

effect, representing the increase attributed to the changed likelihood of delivering a

promise, amounting to 3.77pp.

Applying the formula in Equation (1), the difference in trust between AI and

communication (−4.80pp) can be decomposed into three components. The first com-

ponent is negative (−21.45pp), indicating that the absence of a promise in the AI

treatment diminishes trust. The second component is positive (9.10pp), suggesting

that the difference in trust between promise and non-promise messages is more pro-

nounced in AI than in Communication, mostly driven by the drop in trust in the

absence of a promise. Lastly, the composition effect, attributed to a higher frequency

of promises in AI, is positive (7.55pp).
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5 Concluding remarks

This study provides insights into the role of AI-mediated communication in shaping

trust dynamics. While there are prevalent concerns about the potential dilution of

genuine human interactions with the advent of AI, our findings offer a more opti-

mistic view. Specifically, AI-generated promises have shown their capability to foster

trust, aligning closely with the outcomes of human-written promises. This observa-

tion underscores the potential of AI to complement, and in certain contexts, even

enhance the trustworthiness inherent in traditional communication methods. As we

integrate AI into communication platforms, it’s essential to approach its implemen-

tation with careful consideration, especially given the intricacies observed, such as

trustors’ heightened sensitivity to the absence of AI messages. Our research not only

contributes to the current discourse on AI and trust but also sets the stage for future

investigations into the multifaceted interactions between AI and human communica-

tion.

As AI’s societal imprint grows, understanding these dynamics becomes crucial.

Our research serves a dual purpose. First, we aim to understand AI-mediated interac-

tions in economic transactions, building on prior studies of human-robot interactions

(Cominelli et al., 2021). Second, we explore how to shape democratic inputs for Ar-

tificial Intelligence. While AI’s convenience might encourage a culture of delegation,

guiding AI toward efficient outcomes could foster successful partnerships.
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6 Online Appendix

6.1 ChatGPT query

[Prompt in bold]
Consider the following sequential game: Players label: A, B.

A chooses OUT: A receives $5 and B receives $5.
A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL: A receives $0 and B receives $14.
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, if die = 1: A receives $0 and B receives
$10.
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, if die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6: A receives $12
and B receives $10.

To analyze this sequential game, let’s first construct the game tree and then use
backward induction to determine the optimal strategy for each player.
The game tree is as follows:
1. A chooses OUT:
- A receives $5
- B receives $5

2. A chooses IN:
a. B chooses DON’T ROLL:
- A receives $0
- B receives $14
b. B chooses ROLL:
i. If die = 1:
- A receives $0
- B receives $10
ii. If die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6:
- A receives $12
- B receives $10

Now, let’s use backward induction to find the optimal strategy for each player:
1. First, consider B’s decision, given that A chose IN:
a. If B chooses DON’T ROLL, B receives $14.
b. If B chooses ROLL, B receives $10 with a probability of 1 (since the die can only
result in a value between 1 and 6).

Since $14 > $10, B’s optimal strategy is to choose DON’T ROLL if A chooses IN.
2. Now, consider A’s decision:
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a. If A chooses OUT, A receives $5.
b. If A chooses IN, B will choose DON’T ROLL (based on the previous step), and A
will receive $0.

Since $5 > $0, A’s optimal strategy is to choose OUT.
In conclusion, the optimal strategy for player A is to choose OUT, and the optimal
strategy for player B is to choose DON’T ROLL if A chooses IN. This results in both
players receiving $5 each.

Write 5 messages from B to convince A to play IN. Use different lenghts
and level of promises

1. Short and vague: ”Trust me, if you choose IN, we both can win big! ;)”
2. Medium and direct: ”Hey A, I promise I’ll choose ROLL if you go for IN. We’ll
both have a higher chance of getting more money. Let’s make it happen!U”
3. Long and convincing: ”Dear A, I’ve been thinking a lot about our game, and I
believe that if you choose IN and I choose ROLL, we could increase our combined
earnings significantly. I know there’s a bit of risk involved, but the potential reward
for both of us is worth it. I assure you that I’ll choose ROLL and stick to my word.
Let’s take this opportunity to maximize our profits together!”
4. Short and persuasive: ”Go for IN, and I’ll choose ROLL. We can earn up to $22
combined! Let’s take the chance.”
5. Long and emotional: ”A, as we embark on this game together, I want you to know
that I value our partnership. I truly believe that if you choose IN and trust me to
make the right decision, we can both come out ahead. I understand the risks, but I’m
willing to do what it takes for our mutual benefit. So, please, have faith in me and
choose IN, and I promise you won’t regret it. Let’s make a memorable move together!”

Write other 5 messages with different language tones

1. Formal and polite: ”Dear Player A, I kindly request that you consider select-
ing the IN option in our game. Rest assured, I intend to make a choice that will
prove advantageous for both of us. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.”
2. Casual and friendly: ”Hey A, let’s give IN a shot, alright? I’ve got a good feeling
about it, and I’ll do my best to make sure we both benefit from it. Let’s go for it,
buddy!”
3. Humorous and light-hearted: ”Hey A, let’s spice things up! Go for IN and I’ll
ROLL the die. Worst case, we’ll have a good laugh, and best case, we’ll be swimming
in cash. What do you say? :D”
4. Enthusiastic and energetic: ”A, let’s do this! Choose IN and let’s ride the wave
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of fortune together! I’m super pumped to make the right call for both of us. Ready,
set, IN!”
5. Sincere and heartfelt: ”A, I genuinely believe that if you choose IN, we’ll both have
a better chance of success. I’ll do everything in my power to make sure we come out
ahead. Please trust me on this, and let’s make the most of this opportunity together.”

Imagine that A replies with ”I still don’t trust you” can you write 5
messages that would surely convince A?
1. Appealing to logic and fairness: ”I understand your hesitation, A. But let’s con-
sider the options rationally. If we both choose to cooperate and I select ROLL, our
combined potential earnings will be higher. It’s in my best interest to maximize the
total payout, and I’m sure it is in yours as well. Let’s trust each other and work
together for the best outcome.”
2. Offering assurance: ”A, I know trust is hard to build, especially in a game like this.
But I promise you that I will choose ROLL if you pick IN. To help build trust, let’s
play a few practice rounds where I demonstrate my commitment to choosing ROLL.
Once you see that I am true to my word, we can proceed with confidence.”
3. Acknowledging past behavior: ”A, I know that in the past, I may not have always
made the best decisions or lived up to my promises. But I’ve learned from my mis-
takes, and I’m committed to making the right choice this time. I genuinely want us
both to succeed, and I’ll choose ROLL if you go with IN. Let’s start a new chapter
of trust and cooperation.”
4. Expressing vulnerability: ”A, I understand that it’s difficult to trust someone in
this situation. But I want you to know that I’m putting myself out there and trusting
you as well. By choosing ROLL, I’m taking a risk, too. I believe we can both benefit
if we work together, and I’m willing to take that leap of faith. I hope you’ll join me.”
5. Sharing a personal story or connection: ”A, I remember when we first met, and
we shared stories about our lives and experiences. I felt a genuine connection with
you. Since then, I’ve always believed that we can rely on each other, even in difficult
situations. I know this game might be different, but I still trust you and hope you
can trust me, too. Let’s choose the path that has the potential to benefit both of us
the most.”

Rewrite these latter messages assuming that A and B never met and
will never meet again after playing the game

1. Appealing to logic and fairness: ”I understand your hesitation since we don’t
know each other. But let’s consider the options rationally. If we both choose to
cooperate and I select ROLL, our combined potential earnings will be higher. It’s in
my best interest to maximize the total payout, and I’m sure it is in yours as well.
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Let’s trust each other just this once and work together for the best outcome.”
2. Offering assurance: ”Even though we’ve never met and won’t meet again, I promise
you that I will choose ROLL if you pick IN. I have no reason to deceive you, as we’ll
never cross paths again. It’s more beneficial for me to be honest in this one-time
interaction. Let’s make the most of it together.”
3. Acknowledging the lack of history: ”Given that we don’t know each other and have
no past history, I can see why it’s difficult for you to trust me. However, I genuinely
want us both to succeed, and I’ll choose ROLL if you go with IN. Let’s take this
opportunity to cooperate and maximize our potential gains.”
4. Expressing vulnerability: ”I understand that it’s difficult to trust someone you’ve
never met, especially in a one-time game like this. But I want you to know that I’m
putting myself out there and trusting you as well. By choosing ROLL, I’m taking a
risk, too. I believe we can both benefit if we work together, even though we’ll never
meet again. Let’s take a chance on each other.”
5. Focusing on the shared experience: ”Even though we’ve never met and will never
meet again after this game, we find ourselves in this unique situation where we can
choose to cooperate for mutual benefit. We don’t have any reason to deceive each
other, as there’s nothing to gain after this interaction. Let’s choose the path that has
the potential to benefit both of us the most, and create a positive memory of this
one-time encounter.”

Based on the following 10 messages, produce 10 more messages: 1.
Choose in, I will roll dice, you are 5/6 likely to get 2,3,4,5, or 6, → $12.
This way both of us will win something. 2. If you will choose “In”, I
will choose to roll. This way, we both have an opportunity to make more
than $5! :) 3. The fairest thing to do is if you opt “IN”. Then I will
proceed to choose “roll.” That way you and I have 5/6 chances to make
money for the both of us. That’s much better than just making $5 each.
Increases both our chances. Thanks. 4. Choose In and I will Roll You
have my word 5. Hey. OK I think that the best way for both of us to
make a profit is for you to choose IN and for me to roll. That way we both
make some money. There’s no point in me not rolling because that would
give you and me less profit. So I’m a roller if you’re in :). 6. Choose
“In” so we can both make some $$ What are the chances me rolling a
1? I’ll try my best. 7. Hello fair stranger, anonymous partner Choose
whatever you want. Far be it from me to influence your decision, but I
think you should choose “in” and I should choose “roll” and we should
take the chance at both earning as much as we can. 5 chances out of 6
say it’ll work, and I’m totally broke, looking to rake in stray cash how-
ever I can. I feel the luck in the air. E In R I don’t really have much
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else to say. Hope you’re doing well, whoever you are. Yes. That’s all.
Random note from random human 8. If you choose in then I’m going to
choose roll. This gives you a 5/6 chance of getting 12 dollars. That is
7 more than if you choose out. Since the money is free anyway – why
not believe me. I’m don’t lie – I promise I will choose roll. 9. Hi, well
I’m going to Roll so you have at least a shot for more money. I hope it
works out. 10. I’m choosing ROLL, which gives you a chance to get $12
instead of $5, so stay. It’s a risk, but you could end up getting a lot more.13

1. By picking IN, you open up the possibility of earning more. I’ll choose ROLL,
and with a 5/6 chance, you could earn $12. It’s a great opportunity for both of us to
benefit.
2. If you go for IN, I’ll definitely ROLL the dice. This way, we have a chance to earn
more than just $5 each. Let’s maximize our potential earnings together! :)
3. Opting for IN and having me ROLL the dice increases our chances of making more
money. With a 5/6 probability of success, it’s a much better option than just earning
$5 each. Let’s work together to achieve the best outcome.
4. Trust me, choose IN and I’ll ROLL. You have my word on this.
5. Hey there! I think the best strategy for both of us is for you to go IN and for
me to ROLL. This way, we can make some money together. I have no reason not to
ROLL, as it benefits us both. So, if you’re IN, I’ll ROLL. ;)
6. Go ahead and pick IN so we can both earn some cash! What are the odds of me
rolling a 1? I’ll do my best to make sure we both win.
7. Greetings, fellow player! Feel free to make your own decision, but I believe that
if you choose IN and I select ROLL, we can maximize our earnings together. With
a 5/6 chance of success, it’s worth a shot. Hoping you’re doing well in this game of
chance. Best wishes from a fellow player.
8. Trust me when I say I’ll ROLL if you choose IN. This gives you a 5/6 chance of
earning $12, which is $7 more than the alternative. There’s no reason for me to lie –
I assure you, I’ll choose ROLL.
9. Hello! I plan on choosing ROLL, so you have a chance to earn more money. Fin-
gers crossed for a favorable outcome!
10. I’m going to ROLL, giving you an opportunity to earn $12 instead of just $5. So,
take a chance and choose IN – it might be a risk, but the potential payoff is worth it.

13These messages are taken from Charness and Dufwenberg (2006).
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6.2 Experimental instructions

6.2.1 “Turing test” experiment instructions

[Messages and content in Italic]

Welcome Thank you for participating in our study. Including the time for reading

these instructions, the study will take about 5 minutes to complete. During this

activity, please do not close this window or leave the web pages in any other way. If

you do close your browser or leave the study, you will not be able to re-enter and we

will not be able to pay you! For participating you will earn a guaranteed fee of £0.50.

Instructions In this study, you will be evaluating whether certain messages were

generated by Artificial Intelligence (AI) or written by humans. The messages are

related to a specific situation that other subjects have encountered and responded to,

as described below. Your objective is to classify each message as either “AI-generated”

or “written by humans” based on your judgment.

This is the Situation the messages refer to: You will be paired with another

person. However, no participant will ever know the identity of the person with whom

he or she is paired. In each pair, one person will have the role of A, and the other will

have the role of B. The amount of money you earn depends on the decisions made in

your pair. On the designated decision sheet, each person A will indicate whether he

or she wishes to choose IN or OUT. If A chooses OUT, A and B each receive $5. If

A chooses IN, each person B will indicate whether he or she wishes to choose ROLL

or DON’T ROLL (a die). Note that B will take this decision without knowing A’s
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decision. If A has chosen IN and B chooses DON’T ROLL, then B receives $14 and A

receives $0. If B chooses ROLL, B receives $10 and rolls a six-sided die to determine

A’s payoff. If the die comes up 1, A receives $0; if the die comes up 2–6, A receives

$12. This information is summarized in the chart below:

A Receives B Receives
A chooses OUT $5 $5
A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL $0 $14
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 1 $0 $10
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 $12 $10

Before A’s decision concerning IN or OUT, B has the option to send a message to A.

[Task repeated six times]

Please read the following message and indicate whether you believe it was written

by a human or generated by an AI system.

[Random message selected from the list]

In your opinion, this message has been:

• written by a human

• generated by an AI system

[Demographics questions]

Feedback Thank you for completing the study. You have answered correctly to

XX questions. You will receive £0.15 for each correct question on top of the £0.50

fee for participating.

6.2.2 Main experiment, Role B

[Messages and content in Italic]
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Stage 1: Welcome Thank you for participating. This study aims to understand

how people make decisions in a particular situation.

The study should take a few minutes and you will receive £0.50 for completing it.

You may also receive additional money, depending on the decisions made by you and

another person participating in another study on Prolific you are paired with.

At the end of this study, you will receive a code to collect your payment via Prolific.

Upon completion of both studies, this additional amount will be paid to you as a bonus.

Stage 2: Decision Task In each pair, one person will have the role of A, and

the other will have the role of B. The amount of money you earn depends on the

decisions made in your pair.

YOU have the role of B

Each person A will indicate whether he or she wishes to choose IN or OUT. If

A chooses OUT, A and B each receive a bonus of £1.25. Each person B

will indicate whether he or she wishes to choose ROLL or DON’T ROLL (a virtual

die).

Note that B will not know whether A has chosen IN or OUT; however, since B’s

decision will only make a difference when A has chosen IN we ask B’s to presume (for

the purpose of making this decision) that A has chosen IN.

If A has chosen IN and B chooses DON’T ROLL, then B receives £3.50

and A receives £0.

If B chooses ROLL, B receives £2.50 and the result of a roll of a six-sided

die run by a computer determines A’s payoff. If the die comes up 1, A receives £0;
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if the die comes up 2–6, A receives £2.5 (all of these amounts are in addition to

the £0.5 participation fee).

This information is summarised in the Table below:

A Receives B Receives
A chooses OUT £1.25 £1.25
A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL £0 £3.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 1 £0 £2.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 £0 £2.50

Comprehension question (if you fail to answer this question correctly

we will not be able to pay you):

Suppose that A chooses IN. Which of the following statements is FALSE?

• A can get £0

• A gets £1.25 and B gets £1.2514

• B gets at least £2.50

• B gets either £2.50 or £3.50

Stage 3: Choice

• Treatment: Communication

Before A decides whether to go with IN or OUT, you (as player B) can

send a message to player A.

Go ahead and write your message clearly and meaningfully. If your message is not

logical we cannot forward it to player A. Remember, player A will read your message

before making their choice. Write your message to A below:

[Message text]

14This is the correct answer.
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• Treatment: AI

Before A decides whether to go with IN or OUT, you (as player B) can

send a message to player A.

You can send pre-written promise messages to ROLL. These messages have been

generated by ChatGPT. In a previous study on Prolific, a sample of UK participants

was shown these messages, and no more than 50% of them correctly identified them

as being generated by Artificial Intelligence. (A is aware that generated messages are

available, but won’t know if you, as B, chose one of them). You can also write your

own message by selecting “Write own message.” In that case, go ahead and write

your message clearly and meaningfully. Remember, player A will read your message

before making their choice.

- I promise I’ll choose ROLL if you go for IN. We’ll both have a higher chance of

getting more money. Let’s make it happen!

- Trust me, if you choose IN, we both can win big! ;)

- Trust me, choose IN and I’ll ROLL. You have my word on this.

- Trust me when I say I’ll ROLL if you choose IN. This gives you a 5/6 chance

of earning £3, which is £1.75 more than the alternative. There’s no reason for

me to lie – I assure you, I’ll choose ROLL.

- I’ve been thinking a lot about our game, and I believe that if you choose IN

and I choose ROLL, we could increase our combined earnings significantly. I

know there’s a bit of risk involved, but the potential reward for both of us is

worth it. I assure you that I’ll choose ROLL and stick to my word. Let’s take

this opportunity to maximize our profits together!

- Write your own message:
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[Message text]

As a reminder, here a summary of possible earnings:

A Receives B Receives
A chooses OUT £1.25 £1.25
A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL £0 £3.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 1 £0 £2.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 £0 £2.50

If A plays IN, what would you choose?

• ROLL

• DON’T ROLL

Stage 4: Guess-1 We now ask you, as B, to make guesses about the percentage

of A’s who chose IN.

I guess that the percentage of A’s who chose IN is %

[slider]

Stage 5: Guess-2 We will ask A’s to make guesses about the percentage of B’s

who chose ROLL. We ask you now to guess some of the average guesses made by

those A’s who chose IN.

For A’s who chose IN, I guess that the average guess about the percentage of B’s

who chose ROLL is %

[slider]
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Stage 6: Demographics [Basic demographic questions]

How often have you used ChatGPT over the last three months?

• Never

• Rarely

• Sometimes

• Often

• Regularly

How well does the following statement describe you as a person: “As long as I am

not convinced otherwise, I assume that people have only the best intentions.” Please

use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means “does not describe me at all” and a 10 means

“describes me perfectly”. You can also use the values in-between to indicate where

you fall on the scale.

Stage 7: End This is the end of this study. The computer will randomly match

you with a player A recruited in a different study on Prolific.Your choices and the

choices made by the other player will determine your payment. To be eligible to

receive your payment please copy the following code and paste it into Prolific.

[Prolific code]

Once you have done that, you can close this window. Thank you for your partic-

ipation!

6.2.3 Main experiment, Role A

[Messages and content in Italic]
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Stage 1: Welcome Thank you for participating. This study aims to understand

how people make decisions in a particular situation.

The study should take a few minutes and you will receive £0.50 for completing it.

You may also receive additional money, depending on the decisions made by you and

another person participating in another study on Prolific you are paired with. At the

end of this study, you will receive a code to collect your payment via Prolific. Upon

completion of both studies, this additional amount will be paid to you as a bonus.

Stage 2: Decision Task In each pair, one person will have the role of A, and

the other will have the role of B. The amount of money you earn depends on the

decisions made in your pair.

YOU have the role of A

Each person A will indicate whether he or she wishes to choose IN or OUT. If

A chooses OUT, A and B each receive a bonus of £1.25. Each person B

will indicate whether he or she wishes to choose ROLL or DON’T ROLL (a virtual

die). Note that B will not know whether A has chosen IN or OUT; however, since

B’s decision will only make a difference when A has chosen IN we ask B’s to presume

(for the purpose of making this decision) that A has chosen IN. If A has chosen

IN and B chooses DON’T ROLL, then B receives £3.50 and A receives

£0. If B chooses ROLL, B receives £2.50 and the result of a roll of a six-sided

die run by a computer determines A’s payoff. If the die comes up 1, A receives £0;

if the die comes up 2–6, A receives £2.5 (all of these amounts are in addition to

the £0.5 participation fee).

This information is summarised in the Table below:
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A Receives B Receives
A chooses OUT £1.25 £1.25
A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL £0 £3.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 1 £0 £2.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 £0 £2.50

Comprehension question (if you fail to answer this question correctly

we will not be able to pay you.)

Suppose that A chooses IN. Which of the following statements is FALSE?

• A can get £0

• A gets £1.25 and B gets £1.25

• B gets at least £2.50

• B gets either £2.50 or £3.50

Stage 3: Info

• Treatment: Communication

Before you (in the role of A) decide whether to go with IN or OUT, B

can send you a message. Please click Continue to see the message and to make

your decision.

• Treatment: AI

Before you (in the role of A) decide whether to go with IN or OUT,

B can send you a message. B can send pre-written promise messages to ROLL.

These messages have been generated by ChatGPT. In a previous study on Prolific, a

representative sample of UK participants was shown these messages, and no more than
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50% of them correctly identified them as being generated by an Artificial Intelligence.

B can also write his own message. Please click Continue to see the message and to

make your decision.

Stage 4: Choice

• Treatment: Communication & AI

This is the message to you from B:

[Message text]

As a reminder, here a summary of possible earnings:

A Receives B Receives
A chooses OUT £1.25 £1.25
A chooses IN, B chooses DON’T ROLL £0 £3.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 1 £0 £2.50
A chooses IN, B chooses ROLL, die = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 £0 £2.50

What would you choose?

• IN

• OUT

Stage 4: Guess-1 We now ask you, as A, to make guesses about the percentage

of other A’s in this study who chose IN.

I guess that the percentage of other A’s in this study who chose IN is % [slider]

Stage 5: Guess-2

I guess that the average guess about the percentage of B’s who chose ROLL is %

[slider]
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Stage 6: Demographics [Basic demographic questions]

How often have you used ChatGPT over the last three months?

• Never

• Rarely

• Sometimes

• Often

• Regularly

How well does the following statement describe you as a person: ”As long as I am

not convinced otherwise, I assume that people have only the best intentions.” Please

use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means “does not describe me at all” and a 10 means

“describes me perfectly”. You can also use the values in-between to indicate where

you fall on the scale.

Stage 7: Results The computer randomly matched you with a player B recruited

in a different study on Prolific. Your choices and the choices made by the other player

determined your payment. As a result of your and Participant B’s choices, you will

receive £Payoff , in addition to your participation fee of £0.5.

Stage 8: Study completed This is the end of this study. To be eligible to receive

your payment please copy the following code and paste it into Prolific.

[Prolific code]

Once you have done that, you can close this window. Thank you for your partic-

ipation!
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